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Abstract 

The earliest relationship of France with India can be traced back to the 17th century when Francois Bernier travelled to India 
and was appointed as personal physician to Dara Shikoh, the eldest son of Shah Jahan.  Their constant struggle with British and lack of 
strategy to prove its dominance on the Indian subcontinent led to the vast expansion of British Empire and thus their architectural 
monuments. However, few coastal cities remained under French and became French Establishments in India. It included Chandannagar 
in Bengal, Mahé on the Malabar Coast and Pondichéry, Karikal and Yanaon on the Coromandel Coast. These cities saw the widespread 
growth of French architecture. City plan was based on segregation policy where French sides, known as Villa Blanche were more 
sprawling compared to the narrow lanes on the Indian side known as Villa Noire. Among other settlements of French in India, 
Pondicherry, now a union territory near Tamil Nadu, is most prominent and also known as Paris of East. These architectures, though 
colonial and thus keeping the past aside, showcase our shared heritage and still influence our society by giving them the glimpse of 
France in India and thus can act as a link to establish people to people link between India and France. 
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Introduction 

We are well cognizant that our past shapes our future. Civilisations parish, people go but the architecture they build remains 
for long and influence the society in multiple ways. Architectures are not just the buildings but act as a living heritage and act as common 
path to bring two cultures together. It creates the bridge between our past, present and future. Sometimes these architectures combine 
the native and foreign designs together to give rise to new form of which act as a basis of future design. It also leads to the transfer of 
skills, technology and design and thus provide multiple ways of communication between two previously unknown culture and brings 
the humanity closer to each other. In Indian context, it is very much true as we can see the glimpse of local, foreign and mixed architecture 
all over the country. Before delving into the French architecture and its influence on Indian society, it is imperative to have a look at the 
French colonialism in India. French expedition in India can be traced back to the 16th century, but most of their expeditions went 
unsuccessful. France established their first factory in India at Surat in 1667. Later on, French governor of Pondicherry François Martin 
tried to expand the territory but was thwarted by might British Empire in India. Thus, they remain concentrated on small-small pockets 
on the coastal area and focussed mainly on trade rather than on expanding their territory in India.  

 
French Architecture in Pondicherry 

A casual walk through the streets of Pondicherry gives the original glimpse of how French colonial times in India would have 
been. With bits of Tamil influence, the town still has the strong presence of French times intact. The town is separated between white 
part and black part with peach, sunburnt yellow and white colour building on white part brings the Southern France in India. The whole 
aura and surroundings of the city makes one forget that they are in India.  

 
French Architecture in Chandernagore 

Now Chandannagar, a small area near Kolkata was given French visage by Joseph François Dupleix in around 1742. Later on, 
it went to become the most important French trading centre. More than two thousand brick houses of French design were constructed to 
overhaul the infrastructure and give the place French identity. Among all the most famous is the house that Dupleix has built for himself. 
The grand palace has now been converted to a museum which houses Anglo-French antiquities. Whole of the city had sprawling churches 
and basilicas while the residential place was segregated for French part and Indian part. Chandernagore, though built for trading purpose, 
followed the same iron-grid pattern with tree lined avenues running parallel to the river Hooghly. Unlike British architecture, which 
retained the European soul, the French architecture used local resources and fused their styles with that of local architecture. Deep plinth 
rose above the soft soil and ceilings were high for natural ventilation. Most homes are adorned with French stutter windows and carved 
archway.  
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French Architecture in Karaikal 
Karaikal, a small coastal enclave, became a French colony in 1674. It was liberated from France on 1st November 1954. After 

the promulgation of the Pondicherry Municipality Act, 1973, it became the part of Pondicherry. Like other French colony, this part is 
also inundated with French colonial architecture. Among all, one that stand top is Our Lady of Angel’s Church. A neo-gothic church, it 
is one of the oldest churches in Karaikal and was built in around 1822. With a height of around 133ft. it still remains the tallest structure 
in in Karaikal. History says that original structure was constructed around 1739, but was burnt by the Britishers. Later on, structure was 
reconstructed in around 1822. Bay of Bengal facing church, also hosts a ten-day long celebration known as the Thetheravu Matha festival 
on 15th august every year. The church has a dome shaped roof and worship place. The top of the tower ends in a cone having octagonal 
base. The cone houses three clocks. It also has five huge bells whose sound can be heard as far as 5 km away from its location. Windows 
are made of stained glass and has marble alter. Currently it also houses an orphanage which takes care of 40 boys. 

 
French Architecture in Mahe 

Currently a part of the Union Territory of Pondicherry, Mahe is nestled from three sides by Kerala and one side by Arabian 
sea. A nine sq. Km area became a French colony in 1721. After the defeat of French in Anglo-French war in 1779, it became the colony 
of British empire. Later on, after the Treaty of Paris in 1783, it was returned to France in 1785. Since then, it remained the colony of 
France until 1954, when it was granted liberation and became the part of the Republic of India. The glorious history of Mahe now seems 
to be lost and now it famous only for its cheap alcohol. Streets, though, still retains some of the architecture built by France during its 
rule. Among them most famous one is St. Teresa's Shrine. The feast of the Shrine is the most important occasion here which is attended 
by people from neighbouring state. The Shrine was built in around 1736 by French. Another French art in Mahe is the Statue of Marianne. 
It was built by French in 1789. Currently this statue is situated in Tagore Park which gives the glimpse of erstwhile French rule.  

 
Conclusion 

Lastly, we can see that French architecture, though not as much as that of British architecture, still leaves a huge impression on 
the visage of India. Though a relic of colonial past on people, today it represents a shared heritage of both the country. It also adds 
another charming chapter in the architectural heritage of the country and presents a unique view of France in India.  
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